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/1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. This Proof of Evidence is submitted on behalf of Community Gateway Association (‘the

appellant’) in support of an appeal against the decision of Preston City Council (‘the

council’) to refuse the outline planning application for up to 45no. dwellings with access

(all other matters reserved) at Old Rib Farm, 55 Halfpenny Lane, Longridge, Preston

PR3 2EA (planning application ref. 06/2019/0050).

Qualifications

1.2. I am Joshua Harry Hellawell. I am a Chartered Town Planner with over 7 years’

experience in private practice. I am a Senior Planner of PWA Planning based in Preston,

Lancashire.

1.3. I am instructed by the Appellant and am familiar with the site and details of the case

having acted as agent for the outline application subject of this appeal.

1.4. I have considerable experience in dealing with housing matters, specifically sites across

the North West. I am familiar with the policies of the development plan, including the

housing requirement and locational policies. I have been involved with sites in Preston

for over 5 years including gaining approvals for other housing development at sites

along Halfpenny Lane, including the land previously associated with Lyndhurst Farm

which adjoins the appeal site as well as the first phase of development at Old Rib Farm,

which this site would take access from. Equally I have considerable experience of

dealing with planning applications within Ribble Valley Borough Council which includes

applications within Longridge. I have been involved in the submission of Local Plan

written representations for the Emerging Central Lancashire Local Plan. I also have

experience in managing submissions for planning appeals and examinations in public

into development plans for various clients.
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1.5. I rely upon the background information set out in the Statement of Case (SoC) (CD

FA1) and Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) (CDFA5) and only repeat it where it is

necessary to develop the case. I also provide a separate summary.

1.6. I understand my duty to the Inquiry and have complied, and will continue to comply,

with that duty. I confirm that this evidence identifies all facts which I regard as being

relevant to the opinion that I have provided, and that the Inquiry's attention has been

drawn to any matter which would affect the validity of that opinion. I believe that the

facts stated within this proof are true and that the opinions expressed are correct.
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/2 BACKGROUND AND PROPOSITIONS

The Appeal Proposal

2.1. This outline planning application seeks permission for the erection of 45no. dwellings

with access (all other matters reserved) at Old Rib Farm, Halfpenny Lane, Longridge

PR3 2EA.

2.2. The access to the site has been devised following advice by Croft Transport Planning &

Design, who supported the planning application with a Transport Statement detailing

how the proposals will not have an undue impact on the existing highway network. It

is proposed that the site takes vehicular access from Halfpenny Lane, through the extant

scheme known as ‘Old Rib Phase 1’ approved under application ref. 6/2017/1048.

2.3. The Proposed Site Plan ref. 3078_001_G (PGB Architectural Services) submitted with

the application indicates that properties will be accessed from a new road layout

designed in a circular arrangement with private drives and associated parking facilities

serving dwellings both centrally and on the periphery of this arrangement. Individual

plots will have private or communal front and rear gardens with appropriate

landscaping. Areas of open space and landscape infrastructure will be provided to the

rear of the development, acting as a buffer to the neighbouring fields. Existing

vegetation around the periphery of the site will be substantially retained and enhanced

with additional green and blue infrastructure.

2.4. The proposed site plan also indicates a centrally located area of open space within the

proposed development, in addition to the surrounding landscaped area on the

periphery.

2.5. It is intended that the proposed development will provide 35% of the dwellings as

affordable homes, in line with the requirements set out in the Preston Local Plan (LP).

The provision of affordable homes could be adequately secured via a suitably worded

condition or S106 agreement.
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The Decision on the Application

2.6. The application was accepted as valid on 8th February 2019 and the application

progressed through its determination period.

2.7. Following an initial period of consultation during the application process, a number of

responses were received, some of which resulted in the need for additional and

amended supporting information to be supplied. Of particular relevance was the

response from the Council’s Environmental Health Officer (‘EHO’), included in Appendix

J of the Appellant’s SoC, who requested a noise and odour assessment. Additional

information was supplied to address the initial consultation responses, including noise

and odour assessments dated May 2019 and 10th June 2019 respectively, the latter

assessment is included in Appendix K of the Appellant’s SoC. A revised indicative site

layout, which reduced the overall number of dwellings indicated from 50 to 45 was also

provided in response to consultation responses.

2.8. The case officer, Mr Sandover, subsequently wrote a report to Planning Committee for

their meeting on 8th August 2019, recommending the application for approval subject

to a S106 agreement.

2.9. The August 2019 Committee Report concluded that the harm resulting from the

proposed development would not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.

The recommendation was made on the basis that the Council was unable to

demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply (on the basis of the 2017 Joint Memorandum

of Understanding (JMOU) and the continued application of Central Lancashire Core

Strategy (CS) Policy 4 requirements, and that Paragraph 11d)ii of the National Planning

Policy Framework (NPPF) was engaged. It was considered that the proposal would be

partially compliant with CS Policy 1(f) and that there would be no harm to the adjacent

heritage asset. Moreover, the report stated that there would be no site-specific harm

arising from the development (e.g. highways safety, flood risk and residential amenity).
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The provision of affordable housing was recognised within the report, as well as the

significant contribution to the unmet open-market and affordable housing needs.

2.10. The August 2019 Committee Report (CDFC1) stated:

“3.8 Conclusions

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states that if regard

is to be had to the Development Plan for the purpose of any determination to be made

under the Planning Acts the determination must be in accordance with the plan unless

material considerations indicate otherwise.

Objections received have been taken into account as part of the assessment of the

proposed development. The proposed development seeks to develop greenfield land

within the open countryside. The application would partially comply with Core Strategy

Policy 1(f) and would not comply with Local Plan Policy EN1. The Council cannot

currently demonstrate a five years supply of deliverable housing land and as such the

scheme has been assessed against the tiled balance set out in paragraph 11 of the

Framework and the development plan policies most important for determining the

application are out of date. There are no adverse impacts of approving the development

that would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits when assessed against

the policies in the Framework taken as whole.

Given such circumstances and in accordance with Section 38(6) of the Planning and

Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and the Framework, planning permission should be

granted.”

2.11. Notwithstanding the above, the adjacent pig farm (Belmont Farm) lobbied for

reconsideration as to the odour impacts from its future farming operations on the

proposed development, and as a result the application was deferred at the Planning

Committee on 8th August 2019.
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2.12. Following the deferral, on 12th August 2019, representatives from PWA Planning and

Miller Goodall (odour consultants) met with planning officers from the City Council as

well as the operators of the neighbouring farm in an effort to agree the baseline for an

updated odour assessment. A position was agreed, albeit with concerns raised that the

levels being indicated by the farmers were likely to give rise to significant local impact

and were contrary to assurances previously provided by the farmers as part of

expansion and rationalisation plans for the farm. As part of application 06/2016/0022,

Belmont Farm committed to moving the existing pig arcs to a location further away

from existing properties due to public objections regarding odour, page 1 of the

submitted Planning Statement states as follows:

“GL Consultancy were brought in during the recent application referred to above to look

at the site as a whole and to develop a strategy that allows the business to expand,

whilst satisfying some of the local residents’ concerns and leading to a better managed

solution for the site that moves the pigs as far away from the existing houses as is

possible.”

2.13. Equally as part of the application, which was approved on 12/01/2016, the applicants

stated, in section 3.3 of the Planning Statement, an anticipated total of 750 pigs on the

site by 2016, an amount notably less than the 4,750 pigs the Appellant was asked to

account for as part of the odour modelling. With regard to the above the Planning

Statement associated with this application is included within Appendix A, equally

discussions relating to pig populations at Belmont Farm are evidenced in Appendices B-

D of the Proof of Evidenced prepared by Ms Melody Horan of Miller Goodall.

2.14. Following protracted dialogue with the EHO and Belmont Farm to refine the

assumptions, an updated odour assessment was submitted by the Appellant in October

2019. It was clear from the report that the key issue was the keeping of pigs outdoors

in any considerable numbers. Although keeping of pigs outdoors had mostly ceased, so

that the farmers could avoid conflict with existing neighbours, the farmers were keen

to argue that they could (in theory) keep up to 750 pigs outdoors. At the levels indicated

by the farmers, this would render large parts of the appeal site subject to unacceptable
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odour impacts. However, this would also impact significantly on a considerable number

of existing dwellings locally, as well as several housing sites recently approved by the

Council. The case was made on behalf of the Appellant that, as the level of pigs indoors

was shown not to be an issue which would preclude development of the appeal site,

there was no need to restrict the existing and future indoor pig farming operations.

However, it was argued that the outdoor pig keeping needed to be limited to allow an

acceptable environment, most particularly for existing residents and those on permitted

but as yet unbuilt housing sites, which in turn would benefit the application site. It was

suggested that the Council needed to consider a prospective abatement notice to bring

the pig farm under some level of control for existing residents and as yet unbuilt housing

sites.

2.15. In an effort to make progress, the Council suggested that the Agricultural Development

and Advisory Service (ADAS) be commissioned (at the cost of the Appellant) to provide

advice to the Council on the odour issues and a review of the submitted assessment

undertaken by Miller Goodall. This was eventually agreed and the ADAS assessment of

the odour assessments conducted by Miller Goodall dated 10th June 2019 and 7th

October 2019 (SoC Appendices K and L) was received in early January 2020 (SoC

Appendix M). Following this Miller Goodall, the Appellant’s odour impact assessors,

provided further responses to the ADAS critique of their assessment and a final odour

assessment (version 3) (SoC Appendix N) was provided in late January 2020, which

detailed increased adverse impacts when accommodating the assumptions from ADAS.

2.16. In December 2019, an appeal decision was issued by the Planning Inspectorate for a

site in neighbouring South Ribble Borough Council (one of the additional two Council

areas included in the CS) at Chain House Lane, Whitestake, a 15-mile drive from the

appeal site (PINS ref: APP/F2360/W/19/3234070) (CDHB2). Following this on 20th

December 2019, the Council issued a press release and an updated housing position

statement, using the Chain House Lane appeal decision as sole justification for arriving

at this updated position. The outcome was that the Council then claimed it could

demonstrate a 5-year housing land supply.
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2.17. The only stated reason for the Council’s changed position was the conclusions of the

Inspector for the Chain House Lane appeal. I consider this change of position by the

Council to be wrong, as it was based on what I considered to be a flawed assessment

of housing requirements by the Chain House Lane appeal Inspector. I was also aware

that the appellant in that case had commenced a legal challenge to this decision.

2.18. The planning application in this appeal was then presented back to the Council’s

Planning Committee on 6th February 2020. The revised report to committee (CDFC3)

recommended that the application be refused based on conflict with Development Plan

policy and the issues around the odour impacts, for clarity the two reasons for refusal

were as follows:

1. The application site is located in the open countryside as shown on the policies map

of the Preston Local Plan 2012-2026 (Site Allocations and Development

Management Policies). The proposed development would be contrary to the

hierarchy of locations for focussing growth and investment at urban, brownfield and

allocated sites, within key service centres and other defined places. It fails to accord

with the management of growth and investment set out in Policy 1 of the Central

Lancashire Core Strategy and consequently it would lead to the unplanned

expansion of a rural village. Furthermore the proposed development is not the type

of development deemed permissible in the open countryside under Policy EN1 of

the Preston Local Plan 2012-2026 (Site Allocations and Development Management

Policies), hence the loss of open countryside for the development proposed is

contrary to that policy. The proposed development is contrary to Policy 1 of the

Central Lancashire Core Strategy and Policy EN1 of the Preston Local Plan 2012-26

(Site Allocations and Development Management Policies).

2. The proposed development would fail to provide a good standard of amenity for

future occupiers by virtue of the significant adverse effect of odour from the nearby

pig farm. The proposal would therefore not integrate effectively with the

neighbouring business contrary to Policy 17 of the Central Lancashire Core Strategy

and the aims of Paragraph 182 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
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2.19. The key (and indeed only material) change in the report in relation to the principle of

development was the Council’s position in terms of its 5-year housing land supply,

resulting from the claimed validation by the Chain House Lane appeal inspector of the

amended housing requirements set out in the draft 2019 JMOU. The report to

committee concluded that the tilted balance was no longer engaged and that the

policies of the Development Plan carried full weight and that the conflict with policy

inherent in the application was not outweighed by any other material considerations.

ADAS concluded in their letter dated 3rd January 2019 that there would be a significant

negative impact upon the amenity of the occupiers of the proposed residential

dwellings, assuming those buildings with planning consent were to be implemented. Mr

Sandover considered this to be a material consideration. Accordingly, it was

recommended that planning permission be refused in Mr Sandover’s report to Planning

Committee (CDFC3). In response to Miller Goodall’s third odour assessment dated 29th

January 2020 (SoC Appendix N), ADAS provided additional comments dated 4th

February 2020, however the content of these comments was only shared with me on

17th March 2021. Nevertheless, Mr Sandover confirmed in late changes to the committee

on 5th February 2020 (CDFC4), that as ADAS concluded that the odour impacts would

still have an adverse effect on residential amenity, that his recommendation of refusal

was not changed. This recommendation was accepted by the council’s Planning

Committee and on the basis of the two aforementioned reasons for refusal, the first in

relation to settlement strategy and open countryside policy conflict, and the second in

relation to odour impacts on future residential amenity.

2.20. A short time after the Planning Committee meeting in February 2020, the Secretary of

State conceded that the Chain House Lane appeal decision should be quashed as it was

legally flawed. Despite this concession, South Ribble Borough Council resolved to defend

the Secretary of State’s decision and a Court hearing took place in June 2020. The

judgement from the High Court relating to the challenge was handed down on 21st

August 2020, quashing the decision. In so doing it removed the primary basis for the

Council’s change of position between the two Committee reports. In those

circumstances the only appropriate and coherent approach would have been for the
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Council to revert to its original position as of October 2019, meaning the first reason for

refusal would not have been included and an assessment would have been undertaken

as to whether concerns relating to odour would have, in isolation, justified a refusal of

planning permission.

2.21. Separately, and shortly before the High Court judgement was handed down, an appeal

was decided in Chorley for a large residential development on safeguarded land. The

appeal was allowed on the basis that the Council was unable to demonstrate a five year

housing supply and that the ‘tilted’ balance was engaged. The Inspector in that case

considered also the traditional, or ‘flat’ planning balance and concluded that the grant

of planning permission would still be justified. In paragraph 105 of the Decision Letter

he states:

“Even if I were to conclude that the ‘tilted balance’ was not engaged in this

case, applying the ‘flat balance’ under section 38(6), I find that the significant

benefits of the proposal in addressing housing needs in Chorley would

outweigh the harm due to the conflict with Policy BNE3 and its effects on the

landscape, visual amenity and the significance of the heritage asset. As such

the material considerations would still warrant a decision other than in

accordance with the development plan. Accordingly, the appeal should be

allowed.”

2.22. As I will set out elsewhere in this evidence, this is another important decision in relation

to this appeal.

2.23. The matters detailed in paragraphs 2.20-2.23 were all subsequently discussed in further

detail as part of the recent Inquiry held between 9th and 12th of February 2021, in

relation to a decision by Preston City Council to refuse an ‘Outline application for up to

151 dwellings with associated works’ on Land at Cardwell Farm, Garstang Road, Barton,

Preston, PR3 5DR. The appeal decision was issued on the 9th of March 2021 (CDHB23)
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and the Inspector has provided his view on a number of these similar issues in relation

to the first reason for refusal relating to this appeal.

2.24. The main issues considered by the Cardwell Farm Inspector were,

a. Whether the proposal would accord with the development plan strategy for the

area;

b. The effect on the character and appearance of the area;

c. Whether the Council can demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites,

having particular regard to the housing need or requirement for Preston; and,

d. Whether paragraph 11d(ii) of the NPPF February 2019 is engaged either by reason

of a lack of a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites or because the most

important policies for determining the appeal are out-of-date.

2.25. In providing his conclusion in relation to point a), the Inspector concluded that the

development would not accord with the development plan strategy for the area and

would be contrary to Policy 1 of the CS and Policies AD1 (b) and EN1 of the LP. These

are the same Policies which the appeal proposals were considered to contradict in

February 2020 when the appeal application was determined.

2.26. In considering point c), and whether Preston City Council is able to demonstrate a five-

year supply of deliverable housing sites, the Inspector has provided a clear assessment

of matters and concluded that the City Council is unable to meet this requirement. He

then considered that, as the proposal involves housing, Footnote 7 of the NPPF indicates

the most important policies for determining the appeal are ‘out of date’. The application

of policies in the NPPF that protect areas or assets of particular importance did not

provide a clear reason for refusing the development, therefore, paragraph 11d(ii) of the

NPPF (the tilted balance) is engaged by reason of a lack of a five-year supply of

deliverable housing sites.

2.27. In considering the ‘tilted balance’, and point (d) of the main issues, the Inspector in his

conclusion notes that the adverse impacts of the development relate primarily to its
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conflict with the development plan strategy for the area. In terms of benefits, he

provides a review of these in relation to this site alongside an assessment of other

matters within paragraphs 59 to 65.

2.28. He acknowledges there is conflict with Policy 1 of the CS and Policies AD1 (b) and EN1

of the LP and the development plan overall at paragraph 66 of the Appeal decision,

however because there is a need to breach the settlement boundaries to provide

enough housing land, he considered that Policies AD1 (b) and EN1 are out-of-date and

considered that these policies should be afforded moderate, not full weight. The

Inspector also noted that there is no breach of Policy 4 of the CS in that the development

will assist in meeting the housing requirement and has the potential to contribute to

five-year supply. Having considered all the above, he provides his conclusion within

paragraph 68 that,

“68. The adverse impacts of the proposed development relating to the conflict

with the development strategy and effects on character and appearance would

not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the considerable economic and

significant social benefits.”

2.29. In addition, within paragraph 69, he notes that material considerations, including the

reduced weight that he gave to the most important policies for deciding the appeal,

indicate that the proposal should be determined other than in accordance with the

development plan. He also specifically notes that, in coming to this conclusion, it reflects

the Council’s position in circumstances where it is considered that a five-year supply

cannot be demonstrated.

2.30. In applying Paragraph 11d(ii), the test is clear in that where policies that are most

important for determining an application are out of date, planning permission should be

granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably

outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole.
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2.31. Regardless of the above, and in relation to the first reason for refusal, I am not satisfied

with the view taken by the Council regarding the application of CS Policy 1, which is a

policy dealing with the settlement hierarchy. It is considered that the Council have

assessed the proposals against the wrong section of the policy. The Council have

considered the proposal under part (f) of the policy which states as follows:

“(f) In other places - smaller villages, substantially built up frontages and Major

Developed Sites - development will typically be small scale and limited to appropriate

infilling, conversion of buildings and proposals to meet local need, unless there are

exceptional reasons for larger scale redevelopment schemes.”

2.32. However, section (b) of the policy states as follows:

“Growth and investment will be concentrated in: …

(b) The Key Service Centres of:

i. Leyland / Farington, focussing on regeneration of Leyland Town Centre* and

brownfield sites.

ii. Chorley Town, focussing on the regeneration of the Town Centre* but with some

greenfield development.

iii. Longridge, where land within Central Lancashire may be required to

support the development of this Key Service Centre in Ribble Valley.”

(my emphasis)

2.33. In my opinion, Part b iii) is the correct section of this policy, against which this

development ought to have been assessed. The Council has stated within its Statement

of Case (section 5.14), that this part of the policy relates solely to the allocated site ref:

HS1.14 on the edge of Longridge and not the area in general. This is not my

interpretation of the policy, which does not expressly limit development to allocated

sites alone. I also consider that the inclusion of the word ‘may’ infers that the

requirement for such development could vary throughout the life of the plan, whereas

with regard to the allocated site, this land was clearly marked for development rather

than safeguarded for a time where support for Longridge was needed. The support for
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development at Longridge provided for at CS Policy 1(b)(iii) is not limited and in my

opinion is clearly part of an ongoing commitment in the CS to support the wider needs

of Longridge and one which the Council has failed to consider in the context of this

appeal.

2.34. I disagree with the approach of the Local Planning Authority (LPA) and in this Proof of

Evidence I will demonstrate that both reasons for refusal are unsubstantiated and that

planning permission should be granted either by virtue of the engagement of the so

called ‘tilted balance’ or under the ‘flat balance’ and that there are no site-specific

constraints that would preclude the granting of planning permission. In arriving at that

conclusion, I also refer to the separate Proof of Evidence in relation to Housing Supply

of Ben Pycroft, Strategic Policy Proof of Evidence of Alexis De Pol, Affordable Housing

Proof of Evidence of James Stacey, Odour Modelling and Impact Proof of Evidence of

Melody Horan and the Proof of Evidence on Pig Farming Practice by Chris Harvey in

support of this appeal.

Propositions

2.35. My Proof of Evidence assesses the following Propositions:

• Proposition 1 - Regardless of the tilted balance, the LPA has assessed the proposals

against the wrong part of CS Policy 1. The correct provision is Part b iii) as opposed to

Part f.

• Proposition 2 – The LPA has not properly assessed the odour impacts and cannot base

a reason for refusal on hypothetical business expansion.

• Proposition 3 – The proposal offers the potential for a high-quality development in a

sustainable location which would deliver a range of social, economic, and environmental

benefits in accordance with paragraph 8 of the NPPF.

• Proposition 4 - The planning balance justifies the appeal being allowed.
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2.36. For the avoidance of doubt, my view is that the NPPF tilted balance is engaged. This is

either by virtue of the LPA being unable to demonstrate a five-year housing land supply,

or that the policies which are most important for determining the application are out-

of-date on their face. What constitute the most important policies for determining the

appeal is a matter of common ground.

2.37. A detailed assessment of the LPA’s five-year housing supply is provided by Mr Pycroft

in his Housing Supply Proof of Evidence. I concur with the view held by Mr Pycroft and

indeed by the Inspector in the Cardwell Farm appeal, that CS Policy 4 (which provides

the minimum annual housing requirement for each of the constituent authorities) is up

to date having been subject to review in 2017 and found not to need updating.

2.38. Against the CS Policy 4 requirement it is demonstrated by Mr Pycroft and was accepted

by the Inspector in the Cardwell Farm appeal that the LPA is currently unable to

demonstrate a five-year housing supply.

2.39. If this same position is accepted in this appeal, it is clear that the tilted balance is

engaged and this should, in essence, see a reversion to the conclusions of the August

2019 committee in relation to the LPAs acceptance of the requirements of NPPF 11d(ii).

2.40. However, if the LPA is correct and Local Housing Need (LHN) is the appropriate figure

due to CS Policy 4 being out of date, my evidence, alongside the more detailed

examination of the matter in Mr De Pol’s proof of evidence, indicates that the tilted

balance will continue to apply in the determination of this appeal. This is because the

use of LHN renders Policy 4 out of date and as a direct consequence so too are the

related policies, CS Policy 1, LP Policies EN1, and AD1(b), which are inextricably linked

and predicated on a housing requirement in CS Policy 4.

2.41. If the inspector concludes that the tilted balance is not engaged, it is explicit within

Section 38(6) of the Planning Act that consideration is given to the weight of material

considerations in the context of decision making, based on the ‘flat’ balance.
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2.42. I have prepared my evidence on the above basis, considering the tilted as well as the

flat planning balance.

2.43. In relation to the second reason for refusal, I consider that the LPA has not properly

assessed the odour impacts and that the second reason for refusal is unjustified and

without merit. Having considered the evidence provided within the Proofs of Evidence

of Mr Harvey and Ms Horan, as well as the previous legal advice provided by leading

Counsel, I consider that the Council has fallen into legal error in using an unrealistic

future stocking scenario which would result in odour nuisance across existing

residences, as the baseline for odour assessment. Such a baseline would itself amount

to a situation where a significant number of existing dwellings and their residents would

be subject to a statutory nuisance and this cannot therefore provide the appropriate

baseline for assessing odour impacts to the appeal proposals. Using more appropriate

assessment of odour impacts it is clear that the appeal proposals would not be subject

to unacceptable levels of odour and that this should not then be a reason for refusal.

2.44. My evidence will conclude that the appeal should be allowed.
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/3 POLICY CONTEXT

3.1. The planning policy context is set out in the Statement of Common Ground. I summarise

the policy position below.

3.2. In accordance with Section 38(6) of the Town and Country Planning Act 2004 the

Development Plan comprises the following:

• The Central Lancashire Core Strategy (2012);

• Preston Local Plan 2012 to 2026 (2015);

• Saved policies of the Preston Local Plan (2004) – These are listed in Appendix D of

the Preston Local Plan 2012-2026;

• Joint Lancashire Minerals and Waste Local Plan.

• Preston City Centre Plan (Area Action Plan to 2026)

• Broughton in Amounderness Neighbourhood Development Plan 2016-2026

• Inner-East Preston Neighbourhood Development Plan 2014-2029

3.3. The CS and LP are the two most important documents in relation to this appeal, I now

summarise the status of each of the most relevant documents and summarise the

relevant policies.

Central Lancashire Core Strategy (CDHA1)

3.4. Preston City Council, Chorley Borough Council and South Ribble Borough Council

prepared a Core Strategy which was adopted in July 2012. The Core Strategy sets out

the spatial strategy for Central Lancashire up to 2026. The relevant policies are set out

in the SoCG.

3.5. Policy 1 (Locating Growth) sets out the spatial strategy for the sub-region. Longridge

would fall within criterion (b). This is one of the three policies set out in the reason for

refusal.
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3.6. For Clarity part b iii) allows for development within:

“Longridge, where land within Central Lancashire may be required to support the

development of this Key Service Centre in Ribble Valley.”

3.7. Whereas Part (f) of the policy relates to smaller villages, substantially built up frontages

and Major Developed Sites. Within these areas the policy states that development will

“typically be small scale and limited to appropriate infilling, conversion of buildings and

proposals to meet local need”.

3.8. The LPA stated in the first Committee Report that the proposal would partially comply

with Policy 1 part (f) and that therefore the proposal does not fully conflict with this

part of the development plan. However, in the February 2020 Committee Report, it was

stated that there was a conflict with the policy entirely. It is my view that neither report

deals adequately with the issue of compliance with CS Policy 1. This is because the

proposal is on the edge of Longridge, and so from the perspective of the settlement

hierarchy established in CS Policy 1, development which supports the key service centre

of Longridge is encouraged in accordance with criterion (b) and this is not limited in its

scale or type, as in the case for lower order settlements where criterion (f) applies.

3.9. If however the LPA’s position is correct that the requirements of CS Policy 1(f) should

be applied in this appeal, then through the application of the tilted balance, I would

consider the policy to be ‘out of date’ and hence be given less than full weight for the

reasons I set out under Propositions 3 and 4.

3.10. Policy 4 requires the provision and management for the delivery of new housing by:

(a) Setting and applying minimum requirements as follows:

• “Preston 507 dwellings pa

• South Ribble 417 dwellings pa

• Chorley 417 dwellings pa
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with prior under-provision of 702 dwellings also being made up over the remainder of

the plan period equating to a total of 22,158 dwellings over the 2010-2026 period.”

3.11. Mr Pycroft’s evidence addresses the chronology and status of the requirement in Policy

4 and why it should be used as the housing requirement for this appeal.

3.12. Policy 4 is a policy which is most important for determining the appeal and both parties

agree that it would be ‘out of date’ if LHN is used as the correct measure for assessing

the five-year housing supply. This is a matter of common ground (CDFA5).

Preston Local Plan (CDHA2)

3.13. The Preston Local Plan was adopted in July 2015 and comprises the Site Allocations and

Development Management Policies DPD which followed the adoption of the Core

Strategy in 2012. The DPD sets out development management policies and allocates or

protects land for specific uses.

3.14. The decision notice refers to Policy EN1 (Development in the Open Countryside). Policy

EN1 states:

“Development in the Open Countryside, as shown on the Policies Map, other

than that permissible under policies HS4 and HS5, will be limited to: a) that

needed for purposes of agriculture or forestry or other uses appropriate to a

rural area including uses which help to diversify the rural economy; b) the re

use or re habitation of existing buildings; c) infilling within groups of buildings

in smaller rural settlements.”

3.15. It is a matter of common ground that the proposed development would be contrary to

EN1 of the adopted LP.
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3.16. However if the tilted balance is engaged, I would consider the policy to be ‘out of date’

and hence should be given less than full weight. In such circumstances I consider that

this policy should have limited weight in the planning balance.
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/4 PROPOSITION 1

Proposition 1 – The LPA has assessed the proposals against the wrong

provision of Policy 1. The correct provision is criterion b iii) as opposed to

criterion f.

4.1. With regard to the above proposition the Council have stated the following within

section 5.14 of their Statement of Case:

“CS Policy 1 provides for growth and investment within Central Lancashire to the extent

that it would support the key service centre of Longridge. The subsequently adopted

Local Plan allocates land with the capacity to deliver approximately 488 new homes

(allocation HS1,14) to fulfil the intended purpose of CS Policy 1(b). Additional land

outside of that Local Plan allocation falls outside CS Policy 1(b) and therefore the

Council’s position in assessing the original planning application under CS Policy 1(f) was

correct and the Council’s case is that the appeal should be determined with reference

to CS Policy 1(f). Indeed, the Council contends that to consider the appeal site in the

way the appellants contend would, over time, lead to continual unplanned expansion of

Longridge in a westward direction and resultant intrusion into the open countryside.

The purpose of allocating land for development and identifying land for protection is to

provide a boundary for growth, not a situation where all development proposals within

the vicinity of that boundary would also be automatically deemed appropriate.”

4.2. Considering the above it is noteworthy that CS Policy 1 provision (b) was included within

previous versions of the CS prior to the allocation of strategic site HS1.14. I take this to

demonstrate that there was always an intention to focus growth on the periphery of

Longridge and the later allocation of land was an attempt to instigate such growth.

4.3. Due to the age of the CS little information is available within the public realm in relation

to its examination. However, included as part of this Proof of Evidence is a Ribble Valley

Borough Council Planning and Development Committee (Appendix B) item from the
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18th December 2008 which related to the Preferred Options iteration of the Central

Lancashire Core Strategy (before the allocation of HS1.14). The item comments on the

implications of the plan on Longridge, the following extracts are those most relevant:

3.2.1 Longridge is specifically mentioned several times in the document and

is the only settlement outside the Central Lancashire area that occurs on the

various maps within the strategy, including the important Key Diagram at the

end.  These and other references mentioned below, taken incrementally, could

seem to indicate a positive attitude to development around and possibly

adjacent to Longridge but within Central Lancs.   This would have significant

implications for Ribble Valley and its own forward planning …

3.2.5 As part of the chapter on “Locating Growth and Investment” (P41,

6.14) refers to the strategy needing to take “full account of cross boundary

issues with neighbouring districts.  This is particularly so with Longridge.  The

town serves rural areas to the north and east of Preston and could be

developed westwards into Central Lancashire”

3.2.6 The above comment serves as a preamble to the Policy Option PCS 1.

Policy Options in the strategy are important as they are in effect draft spatial

policies that will influence future development.  PCS1 significantly refers

specifically to Longridge under section (b) as one of 3 Key Service Centres

within PCS1.  In detail this reference is:

“Longridge, where land within Central Lancashire may be required to support

the development of this key service centre within Ribble Valley”

3.2.7 In addition to the above, within the Summary leaflet of the larger

document, which was circulated at the meeting, there is a concise description

of the Locating Growth and Investment chapter, which includes the following

statement:
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3.2.8 “The key areas identified for growth and investment include Preston

City Centre (incorporating the Tithebarn Regeneration Area), Chorley Town,

Leyland and Longridge (in Ribble Valley).  These areas currently have good

levels of access, have significant opportunities for further development and a

range of services that can help support further development”

4.4. Following on from the above, the formal allocation of site HS1.14 was seemingly a

response to the comments of the Inspector after the Core Strategy had been submitted

for examination, when the Plan was at a relatively advanced stage. In a report to the

Central Lancashire Authorities dated the 9th June 2011 (see Appendix C), the author

sets out the Inspector’s Matters, Issues and Questions following the submission of the

Core Strategy. Matter 8 (shown in appendix 1 of the document) reads as follows:

“Issue 8: Whether the Core Strategy should allocate or identify any

land for residential and/or other development in addition to, or

instead of, that which it proposes

8.1 Bearing in mind the objective of achieving sustainable development, what

would be the advantages and disadvantages of promoting development at:

a) Higher Bartle, including land between Lightfoot Lane and the M55

Motorway.

b) Park Hall/Camelot

c) Pickering’s Farm

d) The Former Whittingham Hospital

e) Lostock Hall Gasworks

f) Longridge

g) Charnock Richard”

4.5. Subsequently allocation HS1.14 was made and the Inspector was able to conclude the

following within the Report on the Examination into the Central Lancashire Publication

Core Strategy Local Development Framework Development Plan Document (2012)

(Appendix D):
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“26. Key Service Centres are proposed at Leyland/Farington, Chorley and Longridge.

Six Urban Local Service Centres are identified to help meet housing and employment

needs and limited growth and investment is proposed at 3 Rural Local Service Centres.

The identification of these centres for the stated purposes makes sense. The scale of

growth suitably complements the existing and likely future range of services in each

one. In other places, including the smaller villages, development will be typically small

in scale and limited to such schemes as infilling, conversions and to meet local needs.”

4.6. Hence it is clear that Preston City Council were minded to accommodate, or even enable,

growth on the periphery of Longridge, even prior to the decision to allocate land. The

fact that the document from Ribble Valley Borough Council details that the wording of

Part b was the same prior to the allocation of site HS1.14, confirms the Council had

intended the policy to be broad in its application, being relevant to all land (within

Central Lancashire) on the western edge of Longridge.

4.7. This is further established by the fact the wording of the policy was not changed to

make direct reference to the allocation, in the same way it does to the Cottam Strategic

Site and the North West Preston Strategic Location (part a (ii)), which reads as follows:

“Growth and investment will be concentrated in:

(a) The Preston/South Ribble Urban Area comprising:

….

ii. The northern suburbs of Preston, focussing on Local Centres, with greenfield

development within the Cottam Strategic Site and the North West Preston

Strategic Location.”

4.8. If allocation HS1.14 was intended to fulfil the requirement of part b then the policy

should have been worded accordingly to confirm as such, as it has in other sections.

Rather the policy as written suggests the allocation was made to make direct provision

for the delivery of homes but not necessarily to address any need in its entirety across

the life of the Plan. When read in the context of the full policy it seems clear that
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provision b (iii) continues to allow for appropriate development at Longridge, not limited

to, or outside of, the areas expressly allocated.

4.9. Moving toward how the policy is currently being applied on applications in the locality

of the appeal site, it is accepted that for the most part Preston City Council infer that

the requirements of CS Policy 1 Part b) are met through allocation HS1.14. However,

the way in which this is being addressed within officer reports, does again not preclude

CS Policy 1 part b) from being relevant to sites other than the allocated site, only that

the allocation of site HS1.14 was the Council’s effort at meeting demand at that time

for development which is required to support the key service centre of Longridge.

Moreover, a recent application (app ref: 06/2018/0256) referred to the Policy 1 b) in

the below context as part of the Officer’s Report (see Appendix E):

“The proposed site lies outside the settlement of Longridge which is noted as a Key

Service Centre within Policy 1(b) and within ribbon development along Inglewhite Road

……

The development would be adjacent to the existing ribbon development on the south

side of Inglewhite Road. Given the site lies 250m from the western edge of Longridge

the proposals would not comply with the principle of Core Strategy Policy 1(b) which

seeks to direct growth to Key Service Centres as the development lies well beyond the

outer limit of the main settlement.”

4.10. This interpretation made by the Council in 2018 suggests that distance from the

Longridge settlement boundary is relevant to the assessment of whether part b) is

applicable. Whilst in my opinion this is also a flawed approach, this interpretation at

least allows part b) to better fulfil its role of supporting Longridge. Equally appeal

decision APP/N2345/A/13/2200445 (appeal decision included with Appendix F) which

sought permission for 81 dwellings on the edge of Longridge makes the following brief

reference to Policy 1, again showing the flexibility in how it can be applied:

“24. The appeal site is not a brownfield site but the proposed development

would not lead to a loss of the highest value agricultural land and Core Strategy
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Policy 1 refers to the requirement for the release of some greenfield land for

development on the fringes of the main urban areas. The Parish Council notes

that there are limited opportunities for employment in the area but Longridge

is identified in the Core Strategy as a Key Service Centre that is suitable for

growth. There are good public transport links and this, together with other

provisions such as a Travel Plan for the development would limit the use of the

private car.”

4.11. Further to the above I would point to the Supreme Court’s judgement in Tesco v Dundee

[2012] UKSC 13 (Appendix G). The interpretation of the meaning of policy is a matter

of law for the Courts. A policy has objective meaning and not simply what a council says

it means. The substantive principles are in the judgement of Lord Reed. He noted:

‘18… The development plan is a carefully drafted and considered statement of

policy, published in order to inform the public of the approach which will be

followed by planning authorities in decision-making unless there is good reason

to depart from it. It is intended to guide the behaviour of developers and

planning authorities. As in other areas of administrative law, the policies which

it sets out are designed to secure consistency and direction in the exercise of

discretionary powers, while allowing a measure of flexibility to be retained.

Those considerations point away from the view that the meaning of the plan

is in principle a matter which each planning authority is entitled to determine

from time to time as it pleases, within the limits of rationality. On the contrary,

these considerations suggest that in principle, in this area of public

administration as in others (as discussed, for example, in R. (on the application

of Raissi) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2008] Q.B. 836),

policy statements should be interpreted objectively in accordance with the

language used, read as always in its proper context.

19 That is not to say that such statements should be construed as if they were

statutory or contractual provisions. Although a development plan has a legal
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status and legal effects, it is not analogous in its nature or purpose to a statute

or a contract. As has often been observed, development plans are full of broad

statements of policy, many of which may be mutually irreconcilable, so that in

a particular case one must give way to another. In addition, many of the

provisions of development plans are framed in language whose application to

a given set of facts requires the exercise of judgment. Such matters fall within

the jurisdiction of planning authorities, and their exercise of their judgment can

only be challenged on the *172 ground that it is irrational or perverse (Tesco

Stores Ltd v Secretary of State for the Environment [1995] 1 W.L.R. 759 , 780

per Lord Hoffmann). Nevertheless, planning authorities do not live in the world

of Humpty Dumpty: they cannot make the development plan mean whatever

they would like it to mean’.

4.12. In this case it is not necessary or appropriate for the Appellant to have been required

to assess the adoption timeline of the Development Plan. The meaning of CS Policy 1

part b) is clear on its face. The language is clear, and the meaning is not obscure. In

my opinion the appeal proposals should correctly be assessed against the requirements

of CS Policy 1 criterion b) and not criterion f).
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/5 PROPOSITION 2

Proposition 2 – The LPA have not properly assessed the odour impacts and

cannot base a reason for refusal on hypothetical business expansion.

5.1. The starting point will be the evidence put forward by Ms Horan who undertook the

modelling work as part of the application and is acting as expert witness as part of this

appeal. The modelling undertaken during the application gave results that the projected

odour in the event of an expansion of the farm to the levels indicated by the farm

operators would cause a statutory nuisance to existing residents and would then mean

that the appeal site was for the most part unsuited to residential development.

5.2. However in preparing for this appeal, Ms Horan requested that the modelling software

provider, CERC, peer review and validate the modelling work. CERC raised concerns

about the realism of the stocking levels at the farm against which the modelling was

undertaken. In light of these concerns, PWA raised the issue with the LPA in a letter

sent by email on 16th March 2021. The response from the LPA1 alleged that there had

been some misunderstanding and that the modelled figures were higher than would

seem reasonable. It also became clear that ADAS, acting for the LPA were intending on

providing evidence to the Inquiry on farm stocking levels and indeed had already

provided alternative stocking levels which were set out in the LPA’s response. This

represents a change in position by the LPA from that taken at the time of determination.

When refused the Council based their decision on the modelled levels, which they now

accept as being excessive. If the Council no longer relies upon the stocking levels

confirmed by the farmers then the Council no longer invites to refuse the appeal on the

same basis as it refused the application. As a result of this it was decided that the

appellant would need to call an additional witness to provide evidence on farm practices

and stocking levels. Mr Harvey had already been instructed to prepare a report as to

likely stocking levels on a holding such as Belmont Farm. As a result of the Council’s

1 Email from Ben Sandover of Preston City Council dated 18th March 2021. See appendix H
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indications, Mr Harvey has provided a proof of evidence which (inter alia) reviews the

original assumed stocking levels and presents his assessment of alternative realistic

farm stocking levels.

5.3. Ms Horan has then undertaken further modelling, against these alternative figures, this

has resulted in four modelled scenarios:

• The assumption that the figures modelled for are a correct representation of the

farm’s expansion.

• The revised figures that ADAS have advised they will be modelling following their

review of the farming operation.

• The maximum stocking levels for the farm with the approved buildings when

considered in the context of both the Red Tractor Assurance Pig Standards (2017)

and the RSPCA Welfare Standards for Pigs (2016).The figures that agricultural

expert, Mr Harvey, would expect the farm to operate at.

5.4. The key consideration is whether these matters were appropriately dealt with by the

LPA as part of the application or whether the assessment was flawed, so resulting in an

inappropriate reason for refusal.

5.5. It is my understanding from discussions with the landowner of the appeal site that

Belmont Farm currently houses approximately 400-500 pigs. Moreover, as noted in

section 2.14 the Farm, as part of a previous planning application stated an aim of having

750 pigs on the site by 2016. In considering odour concerns, I believe that this should

be the baseline for any modelling. Whilst it is perhaps not unreasonable to factor in

future growth this should be relative to the existing operation. Therefore, it is worth

noting that when first asked to model odour impacts, the appellant provided the

information based on there being 1,900 pigs on site, a notable increase on the current

level. It remains the position that this represents an allowance for a more than

reasonable level of growth (approximately 300% increase). The figure of 1,900 pigs

was established through an email received from then case officer, Franc Genley, who

quoted a letter from the Belmont Farm which stated they could accommodate 1,900
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pigs once all buildings were erected. This is covered in further detail within Section 4 of

the odour specific Proof of Evidence provided by Miller Goodall.

5.6. Over the course of time, the appellant was asked to undertake further modelling as

further information was provided by the operators of Belmont Farm as to its future

intentions. This culminated in a final model for 4,000 housed pigs and a further 750

outdoor pigs. If we take the upper end estimate of 500 pigs currently at Belmont Farm,

it means the final modelling exercise looked to evidence odour impacts based on an

increase in livestock of 950%. The Council’s rationale for entertaining the claims of the

operators was founded on the fact that such an expansion could be undertaken without

the need for any permission from Preston City Council or any other regulatory bodies.

I believe that this is a flawed approach. If it were necessary to account for any or all

hypothetical future changes to neighbouring land (including of the scale discussed), it

would make obtaining planning permission a considerable, if not impossible, feat in any

situation. I believe that the correct approach is to assess the likely or realistic future

expansion, not a theoretical maximum.

5.7. Following supplementary information received from the LPA in this respect, expert

advice has been sought from Mr Chris Harvey, an agricultural consultant, who has

considered the realistic capacity of the farm, assuming the consented buildings are

actively used. Mr Harvey has provided a separate proof of evidence which sets out his

views as to the realistic capacity compared to the original farm operators’ figures, the

ADAS provided figures and the maximum capacity assuming certain animal welfare

standards. Taking this evidence, Ms Horan has been asked to model the scenarios as

set out at 5.3 above.

5.8. Notwithstanding the above, I argued on several occasions that, rather than viewing the

potential expansion of Belmont Farm as a justification to resist the proposal, the Council

should consider the impacts of this potential expansion on existing properties to

understand what this may mean and how any controls might be applied and whether

such controls would support development at the appeal site. This point was not

addressed beyond simply stating that the powers under the Environmental Protection
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Act 1990 sit outside of the planning system and hence cannot be called upon (or form

part of a ‘Grampian’ type condition) in the planning process.

5.9. The appellant sought advice from Leading Counsel (Mr. Paul G Tucker QC of Kings

Chambers) on the matter. The full text of the written advice given is included at

Appendix I.

5.10. The issue of the manner in which the system of planning and other regulations overlaps,

and the extent to which the LPA is entitled to have regard to other regulatory powers

in decision making is addressed by leading Counsel. At paragraph 2.2.1 he states

Where there is clearly an overlap between the system of planning regulation and other

regimes of regulatory control, local planning authorities and the Secretary of State are

entitled to have regard to the need to protect the environment as a material

consideration, but should work on the assumption that other regimes of control will

operate properly.

5.11. Leading Counsel cites at paragraph 2.2.2 the following case law in further support of

this approach.

In Hopkins Developments Ltd v First Secretary of State [2007] Env. L.R. 14 (George

Bartlett Q.C., sitting as a Deputy High Court Judge), noted that whilst the impact of air

emissions from a proposed development was capable of being a material consideration,

when considering that issue the local planning authority was entitled to take into

account the pollution control regime. It therefore followed that, in appropriate cases,

planning authorities could leave pollution control to pollution control authorities, but

they were not obliged as a matter of law to do so. In the present case, concerning an

appeal against refusal of planning permission for the development of a site as a concrete

plant due to the impact of dust, the inspector could assume and had assumed that there

were mitigation measures in place that would be applied under the pollution control

regime. He did what the relevant planning guidance stated he should do, namely focus

on whether the development itself was an acceptable use of the land and the impacts
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that it would have, rather than on control of the processes or emissions of the

development. In those circumstances, the inspector’s decision dismissing the

developer’s appeal was lawful.

5.12. Leading Counsel’s conclusions on the issue of odour in the context of this appeal

respond to the LPA’s apparent presumption that the grant of planning permission to the

farmers would in some way authorise nuisance activities or that it would be outside of

the planning system to assume controls might operate to limit these activities. Leading

Counsel’s most salient conclusions are set out at his paragraph 3.1.

3.1.1 I have set out the law in the area of the interface between planning control and

the law of nuisance in some detail above. What is clear in my view is that the grant of

permission for the agricultural operations which have led to pig farming at a level which

has given rise to local complaints, comes nowhere close to the second category of cases

set out in the Allen v Gulf Oil case, and so as to be comparable to the Chatham Docks

case. That is to say that the grant of permission for more efficient pig farming is not of

such a scale that it has fundamentally altered the character of the area. Indeed the

character of the area remains a comparatively modest settlement set in an extensive

rural area. It is all but unarguable to contend therefore that these circumstances fall

other than in the first category of cases – ie that these circumstances are directly

analogous to the Wheeler case (supra).

3.1.2 Thus there is no proper basis to displace the general rule that the grant of planning

permission to the adjacent pig farmers does not authorise them to act in a way which

creates a nuisance.

3.1.3 It follows that the correct baseline for assessing what the environment will be for

local residents is not that of a pig farm committing a nuisance within a short distance

of the new homes, but to assume that other regulatory regimes will operate properly

and that the pig farm will operate lawfully. Thus, the approach that appears to have

been advanced by the farm operators that the baseline should be the realistic maximum
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that they could use the farm for the outdoor rearing of pigs without breaching the

conditions of the planning permission, is in error, and instead the baseline should be

the extent of outdoor pig rearing which could take place without giving rise to a

statutory nuisance to existing or consented homes.

5.13. Leading Counsel finally concludes on the matter of the reason for refusal and he states

that “Given that the development of the Site would be no worse in its relationship to

the pig farm than the existing homes, then it follows that this reason for refusal is not

sustainable.”

5.14. The appellant maintains that in assessing the issue of odour the Council considered the

wrong baseline. As discussed above it seems highly unlikely that the pig farm will

operate at anything approaching the maximum theoretical capacity originally

suggested, even assuming that the consented buildings are all constructed.

Furthermore, it is clear that assessing the appeal proposals against the assumption that

maximal use of the pig farm will occur is incorrect, when such operations would clearly

lead to nuisance for a significant number of existing residents.

5.15. The appeal should proceed on the basis that other regulatory frameworks will function

and therefore on a baseline that does not result in nuisance to existing residents and

other permitted sites. In such a scenario odour would not be a reason for refusal of the

proposed development.

5.16. Aside from the legal framework against which the LPA ought properly to have

considered the impact of odours, the evidence of the other witnesses, Mr Harvey and

Ms Horan is also of considerable significance.

5.17. Mr Harvey is able to conclude that the realistic stocking levels are 1,280 pigs. This is a

total contrast to the modelling we were required to undertake during the application’s

determination, which was for 4,750 pigs in total and is also lower than half the figure

claimed achievable by RSK ADAS. The disparity between the figures is a clear indication
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the parameters put forward for the initial modelling exercises amounted to a flawed

assessment that should never have formed the basis for a reason for refusal.

5.18. In considering the revised figures Ms Horan is able to demonstrate that, at the realistic

stocking levels and subject to appropriate mitigation and safeguards, that the impacts

are significantly reduced from those illustrated in previous modelling exercises.

5.19. Moreover this also means that there could be a scenario whereby the farm can continue

to operate and expand to a realistic level, subject to appropriate management, without

generating odour impacts in excess of those experienced at existing properties close to

the farm.
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/6 PROPOSITION 3

Proposition 3 – The proposal offers the potential to deliver a high-quality

development in a sustainable location which would deliver a range of social,

economic and environmental benefits in accordance with paragraph 8 of the

Framework.

6.1. Against this proposition I contend that there are no site specific technical or

environmental issues that would prevent planning permission from being granted.

Affordable Housing

6.2. CS Policy 7 and the Central Lancashire Affordable Housing SPD require that new housing

developments within the rural area deliver 35% on-site affordable housing. The scheme

seeks to comply with the provisions of the policy providing a minimum of approximately

16 affordable units. The provision of affordable housing is a significant material

consideration which weighs in favour of the proposed development given the substantial

affordable housing needs across Preston. However, despite this recognition, the

provision is stated in Mr Sandover’s report (CDFC3) as a generic benefit associated with

any major housing development and as such were deemed to attract limited positive

weight.

6.3. I would fundamentally dispute that any provision of affordable housing is a generic

benefit of any major housing development. It is not the case that every development

delivers affordable housing at rates which are compliant with policy and equally the

Appellant in this instance is a well-established registered provider with a track record

within the central Lancashire area. Furthermore, additional weight can be applied to the

provision of affordable housing in the context of need. In particular, Strategic Objective

8 of the CS seeks to “significantly increase the supply of affordable and special needs

housing particularly in places of greatest need such as more rural areas”.
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6.4. The latest position of the LPA, as set out in recent officer reports to Planning Committee,

is that there is no accurate and up to date information on affordable housing need in

Preston, and that because the Council uses the standard method for calculating local

housing need, which it is said takes account of affordability, it is claimed that any such

needs are adequately met by the supply.

In contrast to this I refer to and concur with the evidence of Mr Stacey, who confirms

that the affordable housing provision on this site is a significant benefit to the proposals

and that the need for affordable housing within Preston is greater than currently being

provided for. However, as this appeal site is close to Ribble Valley Borough Council, the

affordable housing provision of the neighbouring borough is directly relevant to this

site. On this point Mr Stacey confirms that Ribble Valley Borough Council’s performance

in delivering affordable housing falls significantly short of meeting residents needs

Public Open Space

6.5. The submitted proposed site plan also indicates large areas of open space within the

proposed development, including large areas to the north and west as well as central

open space to the centre of the development.

6.6. Policy 17 of the CS states that the provision of landscaping and open space should form

an integral part of new development proposals, including enhancing the public realm.

Policy 24 seeks to promote access to sport and recreation facilities, including children’s

play provision, through developer contributions where new development would result

in a shortfall in provision. Policy HS3 of the LP requires this scheme to provide sufficient

public open space to meet the recreational needs of the development in accordance

with standards set out in the Central Lancashire Open Space and Playing Pitch SPD.

6.7. The Framework states ‘access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport

and recreation make an important contribution to the health and well-being of

communities’. It advises that Local Planning Authorities should seek to protect and

enhance public rights of way.
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6.8. The illustrative layout indicates a considerable portion of the site would be allocated for

open space, which would include the provision of three feature ponds. The landscape

and public open space will be managed in perpetuity as per the agreed S106 agreement.

Education

6.9. The proposed development if allowed would include a contribution toward the provision

of school places in excess of £280,000. This would cover contributions toward 10no.

primary school places and 5no. secondary school places.

6.10. Policy 14 of the CS states that educational requirements will be provided for by enabling

seeking contributions towards the provision of school places where necessary. As per

the above, the commitment to making the significant contribution will be secured via a

S106 agreement.

Site Specific Matters

6.11. A number of third-party representations were received to both the planning application

and appeal which raise a number of points.

6.12. A suite of environmental and technical studies accompany the planning application and

it is common ground with the LPA that, except for matters of odour (see Proposition 3),

there are no other technical or environmental reasons why the appeal should be

dismissed. There are no statutory consultee objections, subject to appropriate

conditions and planning obligations.

6.13. The key points raised by the technical reports are summarised in the SoCG and no issue

is taken by the Council on these matters.

6.14. Any mitigation required will be addressed by condition and/or the Section 106 which

has been prepared in accordance with the appropriate tests:

• Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;

• Directly related to the development; and
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• Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

6.15. Site specific matters are addressed and summarised in turn under the following

headings, beginning with landscape.

Landscape

Policy Context

6.16. CS Policies 5, 13 and 17, and LP Policy EN9 state that development proposals should

have regard to the character and appearance of the local area and the sense of local

distinctiveness. CS Policy 21 relates to landscape character areas and states that new

development will be required to relate well to existing settlement patterns and be

appropriate to the relevant landscape character type.

6.17. The NPPF states that local planning authorities should seek to protect and enhance

‘valued’ landscapes or those subject to formal designations (Paragraph 170). The

application site is neither a valued landscape nor subject of a formal landscape

designation.

Assessment

6.18. The NPPF makes clear that ‘protection’ is a term to be applied to landscape designations

and local planning authorities should not seek to protect the open countryside ‘for its

own sake’. The Old Rib Farm site is not the subject of any landscape designations, and

not thought to be ‘valued for the purposes of Paragraph 170.

6.19. In this respect, the site is not remarkable in landscape terms and largely flat. It would

be screened by existing or consented development and would not impact any protected

trees with a vast majority of the existing trees retained. Furthermore, no public rights

of way will be impacted by development.

6.20. In terms of the Council’s statutory consultees, their landscape architect, and arborist,

have raised no objections to the planning application. Page 9 of the Officer’s Report to
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the planning application summarises the landscape matter, and confirms no significant

detrimental impact on the landscape character of the area or visual amenity:

“The alteration in land use, and loss of landscaped features, would inevitably alter the

character of the site and views across it. However, it is considered that the development

would be largely screened from Halfpenny Lane by development previously approved

(discussed above), and the dwellings would not extend northward into surrounding

open land further than those dwellings to the east. On this basis, it is considered that

the resultant surrounding landscape impact would be moderate. It is noted that in close

proximity to the site, there is a recently completed development immediately to the

east, and a scheme for 11no. dwellings immediately to the south of the site benefits

from planning permission (ref: 06/2017/1048).

The Council’s Landscape Architect has noted that only one of the groups of trees on

site would be affected by the proposed development. Whilst precise details of public

open space and landscaping would be dealt with at reserved matter stage, it is

considered the proposed development would not have a significant detrimental impact

on the landscape character of the area or visual amenity. The proposal therefore

complies with the aforementioned policies.”

Highways

Policy Context

6.21. LP Policy ST2 and CS Policy 3 state that major new development proposals shall provide

safe and satisfactory access with an acceptable impact on the local road network, along

with suitable linkages to public transport provision.

6.22. Paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that development should only be prevented or refused

on highways ground if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or

the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe.

Assessment
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6.23. After conducting a thorough assessment of the site, the submitted Transport Statement

was able to conclude as follows:

“The following conclusions have been drawn with regard to the proposed development:

• The existing and proposed improvements to the pedestrian infrastructure

located in the vicinity of the site will enable safe pedestrian movement

between the development site and the local area;

• The site is located close to a number of day to day amenities within Longridge

to reduce reliance on the private car;

• The site benefits from being located in close proximity to the bus stops along

Whittingham Lane, which provide services that are well placed to cater for the

needs of the new residents;

• The proposed development can be adequately accessed and serviced in a safe

and efficient manner;

• The car parking provided on the site would adequately be able to

accommodate the parking demand likely to be generated by the proposals;

• The proposed development will have an imperceptible impact on the operation

of the local highway network.”

6.24. Further to above and following minor amendments, LCC Highways concluded that the

application proposes a suitable highway layout, linking the site with Halfpenny Lane,

providing a safe and suitable means of access.

Flooding and Drainage

Policy Context

6.25. CS Policy 29 relates to water management and states that development proposals

should have due regard to the implications for flood risk. Paragraph 163 of the

Framework states that Local Planning Authorities should ensure flood risk is not

increased elsewhere (i.e. outside areas at risk of flooding) and only consider
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development appropriate in areas at risk of flooding where proposals are informed by

a site-specific flood risk assessment.

Assessment

6.26. The application site is located in Flood Zone 1 which is identified as at the lowest risk

of flooding. The submitted Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) states that surface water would

be managed via attenuation on site, in order to restrict surface water flows from the

developed site to pre-development runoff rates. Attenuation would then be provided

utilising underground storage provision within the landscaped areas, and a controlled

discharge made into the watercourse to the west of the site. The FRA therefore

concludes that there would be no additional risk to upstream or downstream properties

as a result of the development.

6.27. United Utilities and the Lead Local Flood Authority raise no objections to the appeal

proposal subject to relevant conditions. The scheme is therefore compliant with CS

Policy 29 and the NPPF.

Ecology

Policy Context

6.28. LP Policies EN10 and EN11 state that the local planning authority will have due regard

for the protection and safeguarding of habitat features, wider ecological networks and

protected species.

Assessment

6.29. An ecological survey accompanied the planning submission which establishes the

ecological conditions on the site. Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (as statutory

consultee) reviewed the surveys and have confirmed no objections to the proposal

subject to suitable conditions being attached.
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6.30. The proposed development, whilst potentially impacting protected species, can be

suitably mitigated and as such complies with CS Policies 18 and 22, LP Policies EN10

and EN11, and the NPPF.

Residential Amenity

Policy Context

6.31. CS Policy 17 state that new development should be compatible with the existing land

uses of the surrounding area in terms of the amenity of existing and future occupiers.

Assessment

6.32. The indicative site plan demonstrates that the proposed development could be

satisfactorily accommodated on site without having any unacceptable adverse impacts

on the amenities of neighbouring dwellings which lie close to the site. Whilst indicative,

the layout demonstrates adequate separation distances between existing and proposed

properties, along with appropriate levels of open space amenity for all future occupiers,

internally and externally. On this basis, it is considered the proposed development would

not conflict with the above policy or the NPPF.

6.33. There is an ongoing dispute relating to the amenity of future occupants with regard to

odour from the neighbouring pig farm however this is considered a separate matter to

the above, and is discussed in the subsequent sections of this statement.

Heritage

Policy Context

6.34. Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states

that in considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects

a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to

the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special

architectural or historic interest which it possesses.
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6.35. CS Policy 16 and LP Policy EN8 state that applications will protect and seek opportunities

to enhance the historic environment, heritage assets and their settings by safeguarding

heritage assets from inappropriate development that would cause harm to their

significances.

6.36. The NPPF sets out that local planning authorities should identify and assess the

particular significant of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including

by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset), taking account of available

evidence and any necessary expertise.

Assessment

6.37. The proposed development site sits close to the Grade II listed farmhouse, known as

Dun Cow Rib Farmhouse. As such a Heritage Statement was submitted in support of

the application. The statement concluded that:

6.38. “The setting of the building has changed much over time and this has generally eroded

the original farmstead character of the plot, albeit a stone boundary wall to the front of

the house is included in the listing and therefore an authentic element of setting.

Otherwise setting is not a major contributor to the significance of listed building.

6.39. The proposals site was part of the landholding of the adjacent Dun Cow Rib Farm (in

the mid C19th) however it is not a significant element of the listed building’s minimally

significant setting. Accordingly, development on the site, in a wider area that is currently

subject to numerous other new housing schemes, should not cause any harm to the

significance of the listed building, therefore the outline proposals currently under review

satisfy local and national planning policy aimed at conserving the significance of heritage

assets.”

6.40. Further to the above the Council also consulted Historic England on account of the

Grade II* listed Ashes Farmhouse which exists to the south west. In response Historic

England raised no objection. Considering the above comments, the aforementioned

policies, the NPPF, and Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
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Areas) Act 1990, the proposed development has no undue impacts on the neighbouring

historic asset.

Agricultural Land

Policy Context

6.41. CS Policy 31 states that the Council will seek to protect the best and most versatile

agricultural land (Grades 1, 2 and 3a) when considering new development proposals.

The NPPF states in Paragraph 112 that local planning authorities should take account

of the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural land, and

that where significant development of agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary,

local planning authorities should seek to use areas of poorer quality land in preference

to that of a higher quality.

Assessment

6.42. The agricultural land assessment that supported the planning application, confirmed the

land to be Grade 3b, and therefore it would not lead to the loss of agricultural land of

the highest value and would not conflict with CS Policy 31.

Ground Contamination

Policy Context

6.43. LP Policy EN7 seeks to address existing contamination of land by appropriate mitigation

measures to ensure a site is suitable for the proposed use and seeks to ensure that

proposed development would not cause land to become contaminated. Paragraph 178

of the NPPF states that planning decision should ensure that the site is suitable for its

new use taking account of ground conditions.

Assessment

6.44. The application was accompanied by a Phase 1 Geoenvironmental Assessment which

established that a Phase 2 Assessment will be required prior to works commencing. The

Council’s Environmental Health Officer agrees with the finding of the report. The

proposal would comply with LP Policy EN7 and the NPPF.
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Air Quality

Policy Context

6.45. CS Policy 3 seeks to encourage the use of alternative fuels for transport purposes. CS

Policy 30 seeks to improve air quality through delivery of Green Infrastructure initiatives

and through taking account of air quality when prioritising measures to reduce road

traffic congestion.

Assessment

6.46. The site does not fall within an Air Quality Management Area and the Environmental

Health Officer has raised no objections to the scheme in terms of its impact on air

quality. The proposal is compliant with the aforementioned policies.

Sustainable Development

Policy Context

6.47. The proposal should be determined in accordance with the presumption in favour of

sustainable development as detailed in the National Planning Policy Framework.

Specifically, Paragraph 8 states that sustainable development has three roles relating

to economic, social, and environmental dimensions.

Assessment

6.48. Turning to the economic role, the development would result in both direct and indirect

benefits that include the creation of construction jobs and additional household

spending within the wider economy. The economic benefits attract moderate weight in

the decision-making process.

6.49. In considering the social role, the proposed development would add much-needed

quality to the local housing market. The provision of open market, and in particular the

policy compliant level of affordable housing, attracted significant positive weight in the

decision-making process as set out in Mr Sandover’s report (CDFC3). Particularly given

the undersupply of housing in Preston, as discussed within Mr Pycroft’s Proof of
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Evidence, and Mr Stacey’s Proof of Evidence. The site is located sustainably, and future

residents would benefit from the local services already available within Longridge.

6.50. Finally, in relation to the environmental role, as detailed under the above headings,

from a landscape and agricultural perspective, the site is unremarkable. Any landscape

harm was previously accepted by the Council in its 2019 assessment of the application

and should only be attributed limited weight in any determination of the application,

particularly given it is localised in impact. The provision of open space, and associated

biodiversity benefits weigh in favour of the proposal. The land would be redeveloped

for an appropriate use, complementing the surrounding environment. Therefore, the

environmental aspect of sustainability is met.

6.51. Having regard to all of the points outlined above, I consider that the proposals have the

potential to deliver sustainable development for the purposes of the Framework and

consistent with those relevant policies of the development plan.
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/7 PROPOSITION 4

Proposition 4 – The planning balance justifies the appeal being allowed.

7.1. Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that planning

applications must be determined in accordance with the development plan unless

material considerations indicate otherwise. An important material consideration is the

presumption in favour of sustainable development which is set out within Paragraph 11

of the Framework.

7.2. The evidence provided by Mr De Pol and Mr Pycroft indicates that the tilted balance set

out at NPPF Paragraph 11 is engaged in this case and for the reasons I have indicated

earlier, I concur with that assessment. Against this assessment, the requirement that

harms must significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits is a deliberately very

high threshold, hence the term ‘the tilted balance’.

7.3. In the case of this appeal, the proposal would result in a number of significant benefits,

which include:

Economic:

• It will provide support for existing businesses and suppliers in the area during

construction, contributing to the local economy.

• The scheme would provide a valuable contribution to the supply of new homes

within a sustainable location for such development.

• The delivery of housing to contribute towards meeting the housing needs of

Preston. I rely on the evidence of Mr Pycroft on this issue. I consider that the LPA

has unreasonably given limited weight to the provision of the new homes

proposed. In the context of “the government policy imperative is to boost the

supply of housing”, this is a benefit of significant weight.
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Social:

• The site has clear visual links with the existing settlement and these linkages will

be enhanced as a result of the development, to the benefit of existing and

proposed residents.

• It would make an important contribution to the Council’s affordable homes

provision over the coming years, the delivery of affordable housing to help meet

borough wide levels of identified future and previously unmet need. Reliance in

this respect is made on Mr Stacey’s proof of evidence.

• It would provide development in a location which has good access to the existing

town and all the amenities it contains, sustaining the vitality of the settlement.

• It would deliver a desirable level of public open space, providing a direct and

tangible public benefit.

Environmental:

• The proposals would provide for high-quality residential development, in a

location where development, which supports Longridge, is promoted.

• The site is located outside of the Area of Separation and therefore is the logical

location for the expansion of the settlement.

7.4. Set against these benefits it is acknowledged that that the proposed development would

be contrary to Policy EN1 of the adopted local plan. Although such conflict is a material

consideration and must be weighed in the balance, it should in my opinion be given

limited weight. However, even if such harm was given a greater level of weight, I

consider that it would still fall some way short of outweighing the benefits of this

proposal with the tilted planning balance engaged. This has already been acknowledged

as being the case by the Council in its original 2019 recommendation to approve the
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grant of outline planning permission that the development of the site in the manner

proposed would not give rise to unacceptable adverse impacts and that the location of

proposed development site achieves the required sustainability levels (see ‘Planning

Balance – Compliance with the Framework’ section of the initial Officer’s Report).

Planning Balance

Tilted Balance

7.5. It is also acknowledged that the proposal has the potential, subject to appropriate

mitigation and planning contributions, to provide for sustainable development.

7.6. Paragraph 11d(ii) of the NPPF, mandates that where the policies which are most

important for determining the application are out of date, as addressed in my SoC and

the Strategic Policy Proof of Evidence produced by Alexis De Pol, planning permission

should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and

demonstrably outweigh the benefits when assessed against the policies in the NPPF

taken as a whole.

7.7. It is contended that the tilted balance is engaged in this case and in this context, it is

contended that the balance weighs heavily in favour of the grant of planning permission.

This is a conclusion which officers of the Council also arrived at in the balancing

assessment undertaken and set out in the report to Committee in 2019.

Flat Balance

7.8. Notwithstanding the point as to the tilted balance being engaged which is the

Appellant’s primary case, it is considered that in the event of the ‘flat balance’ the limited

harm arising from the proposed development would still be outweighed by the benefits

of the scheme. Planning permission is therefore considered to be justified based on the

general planning balancing exercise, i.e. the accumulation of ‘other material

considerations’ as per Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

This position is supported by two recent decisions, the first by the Council’s planning
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committee discussed from paragraph 7.9 below and more significantly the second the

later mentioned Pear Tree Lane appeal decision discussed from paragraph 7.13.

Application 06/2018/1157 - Land adjacent 329 Preston Road, Preston, PR2 5JT

7.9. At the 5th November 2020 committee members resolved to grant planning permission

for a scheme to the edge of Grimsargh contrary to the officer recommendation for

refusal for 30 dwellings with 35% affordable housing. The committee report is Core

Document HB26. The minutes from the meeting state (CD HB27):

“The Director of Development and Housing presented a report on an outline planning

application for 30 dwellings and associated infrastructure with access from Preston Road

(all other matters reserved) land adjacent 329 Preston Road.

The Director recommended that the application be refused.

Contrary to the advice of the Director of Development and Housing it was moved and

seconded that subject to conditions and a Section 106 Obligation planning permission

be granted for the following reason:

The village has been extended in the past, to the south of Preston Road, and therefore

it is not considered that this development would result in a further extension of the

village into Open Space. The development would constitute infill development, and

would provide affordable housing. The benefits of the development would outweigh the

conflict with the Development Plan.

The Chair put the motion to a vote and it was

Resolved – That

i) subject to a S106 obligation being secured for providing on-site affordable housing,

education provision and the future management of the public open space, planning

permission be granted subject to conditions listed in the report which was presented to

Committee on 5 March 2019; and
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ii) in the event that a satisfactory Section 106 obligation is not concluded by 12

November 2020, or other agreed extension of time, delegate authority to the Director

of Development and Housing to refuse planning permission on the grounds that the

obligations which make the development acceptable have not been legally secured.

All Members (8) voted in favour of the resolution except for Councillors Landless and

Mrs Whittam (2) who voted against.”

7.10. This approval was made based on the flat balance and not the tilted planning balance.

Like the appeal site, the application was also deemed by the Council to have the same

status in Policy 1(f). The two reasons given for the decision to approve were that “it is

not considered that this development would result in a further extension of the village

into Open Space. The development would constitute infill development, and would

provide affordable housing”.

7.11. As I have set out under previous sections, there is no landscape or visual impact

objection to the proposal. The proposed site is made up of agricultural fields bounded

by hedging with a few dispersed trees and is not a protected landscape. The existing

landscape is however in keeping with the rural countryside to the north and although

the development would lead to the loss of agricultural land it would be located within

close proximity to both the settlement boundary of Longridge and more importantly

new residential development outside of said boundary.

7.12. I consider that the reasoning given by members on the Grimsargh application would

apply equally here. With regard to affordable housing, I have already set out the need

and weight to the benefit. However, the Grimsargh application does demonstrate the

additional weight afforded by the Council to the provision of affordable housing.

Pear Tree Lane, Chorley
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7.13. The Inspector at Pear Tree Lane considered the position resulting from a ‘flat’ planning

balance. The Inspector was clear that the grant of planning permission would still be

justified:

“Even if I were to conclude that the ‘tilted balance’ was not engaged in this case,

applying the ‘flat balance’ under section 38(6), I find that the significant benefits of the

proposal in addressing housing needs in Chorley would outweigh the harm due to the

conflict with Policy BNE3 and its effects on the landscape, visual amenity and the

significance of the heritage asset. As such the material considerations would still warrant

a decision other than in accordance with the development plan. Accordingly, the appeal

should be allowed.”

7.14. As in the above cases, the decision in this case ultimately involves a balancing exercise

where the benefits are weighed against the harm arising from this proposal. That

remains the case whether the tilted balance applies, or the case is determined on the

standard or “flat” balance.

7.15. In this case the harm arises from the conflict with the development plan and the

potential for odour impacts; there is not claimed to be any other harm to go in the

balance against the proposal.

7.16. Concluding on the odour issue first and reason for refusal no.2 I have concluded that

the appeal proposals can proceed without harm from odour from the adjacent pig farm,

based on the evidence of Mr Harvey regarding a realistic assessment of the current and

likely future operations at the farm and the assessment of odour impact by Ms Horan

and accounting for the other regulatory regimes which operate to control harmful

odours from the farm. I consider that the issue of odour is therefore not determinative

and would be a neutral issue in terms of the planning balance.

7.17. The weight to be given to the harm arising from conflict with the development plan will

be influenced by the conclusion reached as to whether any of the relevant policies are
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out of date. Although whether or not the policies were out of date the harm in this case

is limited given the nature of the conflict with the relevant policies.

7.18. For the reasons set out above I would invite a conclusion that the correct approach in

this case is that the Council is unable to demonstrate a 5 year supply of housing land,

that the tilted balance applies. If it is concluded that the 5 year supply should be

calculated using the standard method, the tilted balance would still apply for the reasons

discussed.

7.19. Taking the policy conflict issue, I conclude that on a tilted balance case, the benefits of

this development would significantly and demonstrably outweigh any harms such that

there would be no question that the balance would be in favour of the development.

Even if the tilted balance were not to apply and the policy conflict was afforded greater

weight, I would reach the same conclusion that the benefits far outweigh the harm.

7.20. Taking all of the issues into account and informed by other recent decisions as

highlighted above, given the very limited harms claimed to arise in this case, the weight

of the benefits are such as to allow me to conclude that, whether the balance is flat or

tilted, in accordance with the presumption in favour of sustainable development,

planning permission should be granted for the proposed development. For these

reasons I would invite the Inspector to allow this appeal.
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